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Pierce takes
on alcohol

Beta members
dispel rumors of
house in decline
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Staff Writer
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President Susan Pierce and Senior
David Odell recently attended a two-day
conference at the National Institute of
Health's National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) in
Bethesda, Maryland. The conference tied
into a recent swell of alcohol abuse-related campaigns here on campus.
It was a meeting of college and university presidents, researchers, and four
students from a variety of schools. After
serving two years on the InterFraternity
Council at UPS, Odell was invited to participate in the conference by President
Pierce. At the conference, the group
focused on strateWhat is
gies for preventing
different
problems associ[about drinkated with drinking
ing] today is
rather than on preventing drinking
that many
students drink altogether.
Upon her return,
to get drunk
Pierce wrote an
and many
opinions editorial
for the Seattle
young women
join their male Times that was
published on Jan.
classmates in
31, 2000. In her
drinking to
piece, she addressed issues that
excess.
been dis—Pres. Pierce had
cussed at the conference. Pierce
wrote that, "What
is different [about drinking] today is that
many students drink to get drunk and
many young women join their male
classmates in drinking to excess."
In identifying obstacles to changing
our "alcohol-reliant culture," Pierce
claims that students equate alcohol with
adulthood; that they turn to alcohol as a
"social lubricant;" that students believe
that other students drink in excess; that
advertising and alcohol promotions promote drinking; and that grade inflation,
few early morning classes and apathy on
the part of the faculty allows students to
drink and maintain passing grades.
The university is trying to address
these issues in a variety of ways. Charee
Boulter, Counseling Psychologist for
Counseling, Health and Wellness Services, heads a campus alcohol task force.
Also, a new community-campus task
force made-up of local schools and universities, public officials, and the health
department is being formed under the direction of Professor Bill Baarsma.
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Rock in the Rendezvous

Campus band Mission Incredible brings their
own brand of rock to a crowd in the Rendezvous on Friday, Feb. 11. The
group has a pair of songs on last year's CMN CD "Seventh Sin."

Despite rumors following Rush 2000,
members of the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
deny claims that their house is facing a
decline in membership and lack of interest among male students.
While it is true that Beta received only
one pledge during Rush 2000, member
Nick Lowe claims they are not worried.
Lowe said they have found a lot of "really quality and sincere guys" that don't
go through rush because they are intimidated, so Beta organizes a post-rush drive
for snap bids.
The idea behind the post rush is to
appeal to students who did not rush but
are interested in joining a fraternity.
It is meant to be more relaxed and focuses on just one fraternity, which some
students may find more appealing than
the formal rush process.
"It takes about three weeks to fully finplease see Beta, page 3

OIS blocks mp3 website, draws student criticism
load mp3 files from other computers where Napster
is installed.
This process does not require a central downReactions have ranged from outrage to reluctant load server. The Napster Inc. central servers only
acceptance following the recent decision by the Ofprovide an index of mp3 files that other users have
fice of Information Systems to block access to shared and the ability to search this index.
Napster.com , a website with free software enabling
When running on a student's computer, the prousers to trade mp3 music files over
gram allows a constant exchange of these large methe internet.
dia files between that
According to Associate Vice
computer and other usPresident for Information Systems
ers on the internet. If
Raney Ellis and System Manager
many students are running the software, this can
James Driskell, OIS blocked the site on Jan. 20 be- cause a very heavy load on the university's intercause students with Napster software were using
net connector line, slowing down access for all other
an excessive amount of the university's internet users, Ellis and Driskell claim.
access bandwidth.
Under the university's Computer Account and
"Between ten
Network Policy, students are prohibited
and twenty perfrom "knowingly consuming inordicent of the traffic
nately large amounts of system re"Between ten and twenty
was Napster trafsources." Ellis and Driskell cite this
percent of the traffic was
fic," Ellis said.
clause as justification for blocking access
"That's an awful
to the website.
Napster traffic," Ellis said.
lot of our [bandHowever, many students feel that the
"That's an awful lot of our
width] to be derestriction is more likely an attempt by
[bandwidth] to be devoting to the university to limit the trading of illevoting to one type
one type of traffic."
of traffic."
gal mp3 files.
Why is Napster
"I think [the issue of bandwidth usage]
so problematic?
is a smokescreen," said sophomore Buck
The downloaded
DeFore, a Resnet Consultant. However,
software acts as a
he added, "I can understand [Driskell's]
server on its host's computer, making mp3 files on position on this issue because there are many colthat computer accessible to other Napster users. At leges across the country that are getting pressure
the same time, it allows its host to directly downplease see Napster, page 3
ROBERT MCCOOL

News Editor
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Change comes to Diversions Cafe
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one should regard this as being the end of the
peace process."

Suharto implicated in investigation
Indonesia's government has named former
Russian Army lays waste to Grozny
president Suharto as a suspect in a corruption inAfter months of fighting between Chechen
vestigation. Mr. Suharto is widely believed to
rebels and Russian troops, the Russians took
have accumulated billions of dollars in illegal
Grozny, the Chechen capital. While rebel forces
wealth for himself, his family and his political
still roam the hills of Chechnya, and scattered
allies through his posisnipers maintain
tion as president. Presipositions atop sevdent Abdurrahman
eral buildings,
Wahid's new governRussian soldiers
ment appears to be
are in control of
committed to reconcilthe city, according
ing Indonesia's nascent
to reports.
democracy with the
Grozny, which
corruption of past leadmeans terrible, is
ers. Mr. Suharto's lawjust that. The Rusyers immediately desian military has
clared him unfit to
apparently almost
meet with any investileveled the city.
gators. He has had sevAccording to one
eral strokes within the
Russian soldier,
past year.
the military dealt
The bold nature of
with snipers by
the investigation is inbombing entire
dicative of Mr. Wahid's
city. blocks from
reform-minded platwhich intermittent
form. He is also curgunfire emanated.
rently pursuing the resGrozny was a
ignation of General
large city at the
Wiranto, whom a govend of the 1980s,
ernment commission
inhabited by some
recently accused, of
300,000 people.
human rights abuses in
Now, after two
East Timor. "If he rewars within six
fuses to step down Indonesia's former president, Suharto,
years, its populavoluntarily...It will not has been accused of corruption.
tion remains
around 100,000,
be good for his career
later," said President Wahid.
many of whom are homeless.
Britain suspends self-government in N. Ireland
Northern Ireland's government, which combines Catholic and Protestant leaders, had its operations suspended by the British, who cited the
conflict over paramilitary disarmament as the reason for the action.
However, the Irish Republican Army infused
the tense political climate with some hope when
it announced a new outline on disarmament,
which the head of the independent panel on disarmament, General John de Chastelain of Canada,
said showed "the real prospect of agreement."
Although some analysts saw the announcement
as a large step back for the peace agreement, most
officials were optimistic.
David Trimble, a Protestant and the First Minister of the Northern Ireland Assembly, said, "No

of money. Some of the other things that
were considered in the decision is that
they are a local roaster."
He went on to emphasize that cost was
The Diversions Café is the place where
not the only decision, but that with bemany go for their morning shot of java,
ing a local roaster, they will provide a
or a jolt of joe when they need the energy to study into the wee hours. But for fresher product.
And unlike Starbucks, Fonte will ship
those who visit Diversions, change is on
the
product directly to them. He says the
the horizon. The café plans to make sevdecision was also
eral alterations,
made to go with
from changing the
Fonte because
sitting arrangeThe student management
there were student
ments to switching
complaints of
coffee brands.
team has negotiated a price
Starbuck's coffee
Director of Dinwith [local coffee seller]
being too strong
ing and ConferFonte, which will save us a
and bitter.
ence Services
little bit of money.
The student
Bruce Bechtle says
managers found
that changes will
-Bruce Bechtle
the new coffee
be made because
Director, DCS
company themthe student managselves, which alers of the café want
lowed them to
to modify its feel.
This will be done by adding a sofa, gain some real world experience in decision-making and negotiating.
chairs, and a coffee table to the café. StuBechtle said, "Basically what they did
dent Manager Tu Nguyen says about the
changes, "We find it very agreeable. It is they went out, they did all the research
...and this was their first choice."
adds color to the café." She says it will
Director of Business Services John
make the café more relaxing, comfortHickey agrees that the added responsiable environment.
The other major change is that the Di- bility was good.
Hickey said, "It gives [students] the
versions Café will no longer be carrying
Starbucks brand coffee, but rather the opportunity to look at it like they would
a business."
local brand Fonte.
If all goes according to plan, all
Of Fonte, Bechtle said, "The student
changes should be in place by the end of
management team has negotiated a price
with Fonte which will save us a little bit Spring Break.
RAYNA FLYE

Staff Writer
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NATIONAL
Ventura leaves fractured Reform Party
Citing 'dysfunctional' leadership, Gov. Jesse
Ventura of Minnesota said he was resigning from
the Reform party because of its lack of direction
and fractured leadership. Saying he could not support a party that might have avowed conservative
nationalist Patrick Buchanan as its presidential
candidate, Ventura once again welcomed the
mantle of the Independent Party of Minnesota.
The move was indicative of the rift that has
grown in the party between Mr. Ventura and Ross
Perot, whose followers are entrenched throughout the party structure. Ventura's action may have
implications for Donald Trump, the candidate
Ventura supports.

riSrUinhers
Most Puget Sound
students (65%) have

4

or fewer drinks* when
they choose to drink.
* 1 DRINK = ONE 12 OZ. BEER, 4 TO 5 OZ. WINE,
OR 1 OZ.HARD LIQUOR

Russian solders march by a building recently destroyed in Grozny.
Sources: AP, Boston Globe, Christian Science Monitor, New York Times, Reuters

Based on survey data collected

by Counseling, Health

and Wellness Services (1998) from 352 Puget Sound
students in a randomly selected mailing.
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continued from front page

ish. We throw a couple different parties, we have
"They're participating in formal rush and would
guys over for some of our own brotherhoods...so it love to have members from formal rush, but I think
takes quite awhile," explained Lowe.
they also understand that that's not where they're
"That's how we recruit guys who really want to going to get the bulk of their membership. The kind
be a part of this house, rather than guys who hung
of men that join Beta—a lot of them are not going
out with us for ten hours over the course of a week.
to be recruited through a formal rush kind of proWe want guys who definitely know they want to
cess," said Shawn Baldwin, Assistant Director of
join Beta."
Student Development and Greek Life.
Last year's postIt is not fully
rush brought in
understood why
twenty pledges
the bulk of Beta's
and this year looks
pledges come
to bring in about
from post-rush
the same number,
rather than the forLowe claimed.
mal rush process.
He also used the
However, there
increase in pledge
are a few possible
numbers from the
reasons why Beta
past few years to
does not attract a
large number of
dispute rumors
that Beta is a "dyo' formal rushees.
ing" fraternity.
F One is that all of
"Actually, it's
the members live
The Beta Theta Pi Fraternity traditionally
just the opposite,"
in the Beta house;
receives most pledges during its post-rush.
he noted.
a second is that
"Our numbers
Betas maintain a
411 have been going straight up. We had 5 [pledges]
higher grade point average than do members of the
three years ago, 14 pledges two years ago, 20 last
other fraternities.
year, and during informal rush we had the largest
On the other hand, some of the rushees said that
pledge class of all the houses."
the other fraternities just seemed more appealing.
Most of these pledges were received during the
Freshman Chris Taylor, Sigma Chi Pledge Class
post-rush process.
2000 said, "It wasn't really about not pledging Beta,
For this reason, Beta puts more of an emphasis it was more about pledging Sigma Chi. Beta had a
on post-rush, Lowe said.
really cool house and I liked a lot of the guys there...'
However, the fraternity does continue to partici"But when it came to decision time I just felt more
pate in the formal rush process in order to be recogcomfortable hanging out with the Sigma Chi guys
nized by the Interfraternity Council.
and I enjoyed them more," Taylor said.
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Sign up for the Student Cornbos Package*
at your local branch
and receive a free T-shirt!
'Free T-shirt offer ends 3/31/00. Student must open o checking account and/or credit card to receive the T-shirt.
Limit one per customer while supplies lost at participating branches only. Credit card issued by
Wells Fargo Bank Nevada, N.A. and is subject to qualification. ATM & Check Card is subject to qualification.
2000 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. Member FDIC
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FEBRUARY 14

FEB. 9
2:30 p.m. A fraternity on Union Avenue reported the house had been extensively egged the previous night. It appears approximately 75 eggs were thrown
at the house.
—

FEB. 11
9:53 p.m.
Security Services discovered a two-way radio missing. The circumstances around the disappearance are not clear. Anyone with information
about the radio is encouraged to contact Todd Badham in the Security Office.
There is a $100.00 reward for the return of the radio. NO QUESTIONS ASKED!
—

FEB. 13
Security staff contacted a fraternity- on Union Avenue for violat12:30 p.m.
ing the University alcohol policy.
—

The perpetrator from the recent string of indecent exposures has still not been
aprehended. He is described as a white male in his late '20s to early '30s. He is
about 5 feet, 11 inches tall and has a stocky build. At the time of the recent
incidents he was wearing a baseball cap and a gray hooded jacket.

Napster

continued from front page

from a lot of music industry agents."
websites at all," said sophomore Doug
Ellis and Driskell said they were in- Herstad. He believes the university is
deed concerned about the copyright and
taking too much of a parental a role by
legal issues surrounding mp3s, and that deciding which sites students can and
this did influence their decision to block cannot access.
"I really think it should be up to the
the Napster site.
They noted that not all mp3 files are students," he added.
Others, such as
illegal, although a
ASUPS President
majority of them
do violate copyDave Bowe, beI don't think they should
right restrictions.
lieve OIS should
block any websites at all. I
make more of an
If caught trading
effort to involve
these illegally copreally think it should be left
students in these
ied music files,
up to the students.
kinds of decisions.
students could face
He was disapa felony convic—Doug Herstad,
pointed that OIS
tion, with up to
five years in prison
simply blocked
Sophomore
the website withand a $20,000 fine,
they said.
out notifying stuAlso, if the unidents or explainversity is notified by an outside organi- ing the reasoning behind the move.
zation that a student is illegally trading
"They should at least let students know
mp3s, it could also become liable if it [why access was blocked]..." Bowe said.
does not take action to halt these prac"I think it would be appropriate for us to
tices, Ellis claims.
have a committee on computer use [to
"Once we are notified, then we are
address these issues]."
under obligation to investigate that comIn response, Ellis admits that better
plaint, and with respect to some things,
steps should be taken in the future to inthere is a legal requirement that we take
form students.
action," he said. "If we are notified and
"Effective communication is always a
we do not take required action, then we good idea," he said.
become liable for prosecution as well."
However, he noted that students did
Regardless, some students feel have input on both the original Network
strongly that the university is unjustly Policy and its 1997 revision.
infringing on their rights to free access
"Carrying [the policy] out is our reof the internet.
sponsibility," he said, "not the students
"I don't think they should block any or the faculty or the other staff."
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ROC spring program aims to educate
students on different religious faiths
ROBERT MCCOOL

News Editor
Have you ever wondered what
religious organizations meet on
campus or what kinds of faith they
practice? Are you exploring your
own beliefs or searching for a new
spiritual purpose?
The Religious Organizations
Council hopes to help students
find answers to some of these
questions with its spring program,
"Exploring Spirituality: Discus
sions of Faith."
Starting on Feb. 21, each of
ROC's six religious organizations
will host a week of activities to
help students learn more about
their group and the beliefs and
practices its members follow.
"I'm particularly pleased that
the initiative came from student
representatives on ROC to do
some programming this spring...so
that others on campus can learn
about not only the faith tenets, but
the traditions of those religious approaches," said University Chaplain Jim Davis.
The Latter-Day Saint Student

Association (LDSSA) will host the 201, followed by a lecture enfirst week of activities from Feb. 21 titled "What Do Mormons Beto 27. They have planned several lieve?" the following day at 7:00
lectures to inform students on the p.m. in the Rotunda.
Mormon faith.
Other activities will take place
The week will start with a lec- throughout the week, closing
ture on "The Importance of Fami- with a lecture on the "Role of
lies" at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, Feb. Jesus Christ in the Morman Tra21 in the Murray Boardroom of the dition" on Sunday, Feb. 27 at
Wheelock Student Center. 8:30 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel.
Other planned events include a Dates and times for events for
talk on missionary work at 7:00 the other groups will be adverp.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 22 in WSC tised later in the spring.

PARTICIPATING
ORGANIZATIONS
Latter-Day Saint Student Association • •
U-Meth

February 28-March 5
March 27-April 2

Lighthouse

April 3 - 9

InterVarsity

April 10-16

Jewish Student Organization

C.

& CAMPUS EVENTS
They're back! Salsa lessons return to the Rendezvous on Monday, Feb. 21
at 6:00 p.m. From 6:00-7:00 p.m., first-timers or those looking to brush up on
old skills are welcome. From 7:00-8:00 p.m., a slightly more advanced lesson
will be offered for those who have danced before. However, all levels are
welcome to attend for the entire duration. For more information, call Laura
at x3322. This event is sponsored by Student Activities and cHispa.
Alumni High-Tech Recruiter Panel: Prepare for the Spring Employer
Expo coming up on March 1 and 2 by attending this special pre-Expo event
on Wednesday, Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m. in Mc 107. This event will feature three
alumni who recruit candidates for leading industrial companies. If you are
interested in business and technology, this event is a must. Panelists will
include Mike Frederickson '87, Manager of Software Engineering at AVT;
Paul Freed '93, President and Owner of Northwest Search and Scott
Erickson '97, a Senior Technical Recruiter at Microsoft. Limited space is
available. Reserve seating by contacting ACA at x3250. This event is sponsored by the Business Learning Program and Academic and Career Advising.

41-

Bertice Berry, award-winning lecturer, Doctor of Sociology, stand-up
comedienne and host of "USA Live," will be speaking on the topic "Finding
Your Purpose" on Friday, Feb. 25 at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. Tickets
are $2 with student ID.

•

February 21 - 27

•

Catholic Campus Ministry

OPEN FORUMS

April 17-23

Come see the ASUPS Spring candidates in their final speeches and debates
before the Feb. 22 and 23 election. The debate will take place in the Rotunda
on Monday, Feb. 21 at 6:00 p.m.

ASUPS ratifies new Cellar plan
the Cellar reach its full potential."
A managing board, created by the
agreement, will meet throughout this seASUPS and Dining and Conference mester, but major changes will not be
Services are preparing for a new and seen until next year. Both ASUPS and
improved Cellar co-managed by both DCS hope to change the Cellar to make
parties. The changes result from the rati- it a place where more students will
fication of an agreement between choose to go by improving the atmoASUPS and DCS a couple weeks ago. sphere, maintaining the quality of food
The agreement calls for a partnership and installing a card system so that points
and shared management of the Cellar may be used.
"At first, I was just a little concerned
business operations.
ASUPS Senator Keith Kelley said, "I about ASUPS keeping our autonomy...
am excited for this new agreement. Not But, I [now] don't think that's going to
only will it save about $10,000 a year be a problem. I don't think that Dining
for the ASUPS budget (which in turn will and Conference Services are going to try
be distributed back to the students), but to change us. I think they're just going
the addition of the point system along to try and help us to become better at
with some remodeling will really help what we do already," said Schaeffer.

NICHOLE ASHWORTH

Assistant News Editor
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this summer, pack your underwear,
your toothbrush and

Your

[g uts ].,

ASUPS is looking for student
advisors to council students
charged with violating the Student Integrity Code about their
rights, options and responsibilities. Interested students can
sign up in the ASUPS office,
SUB 210 or call x3600

It's called Camp Challenge Five weeks of sweat during which you'll get a taste of what its like to be
an Army officer, You'll also develop leadership and decision-making skills you'll tap into for the rest of
your life, and get paid to do it. You don't even have to join the Army. Apply for Camp Challenge today

at the Army ROTC Department Then start packing,

ARMY ROTC

e

Unlike any other college course you can take.

larsla is up to Sit 000 are available , call 535-8740 for information

•
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Cupcakes' talent comes through in erratic debut
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
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The rock group Cupcakes, which have been
touring for quite some time now, are currently
set to release their first album. The fact that
this album is a debut will surprise nobody; it
isn't especially well-organized, and the material has a lot of kinks to work out. Nevertheless, the Cupcakes do demonstrate some considerable talent in their first outing.
The foundation of this group is Matt Walker,
the drummer from the Smashing Pumpkins.
But in fact it is Preston Graves, the lead vocalist, who proves the star. The guy can really
sing. And yet,
the songs arei.4.511C at least for a
part of the
4111141: aRev'iret-1., album—so distinctly boring as
to undermine Graves' obvious talent.
The opener, entitled "Exaggerator," immediately exemplifies what the album is going
to be—good, solid rock, with a strong, straightforward beat. With commonplace, undulating
guitar riffs, the Cupcakes turn out a dull but
well-managed track.
From there they turn, with a painful electronic intro, to another simple, unprogressive
song. The weirdly repetitive backgrounds in
this tune, "Vidiots," walk a microscopic line
between hypnotic and nauseating, and there
isn't much melodic pull to it.
"Future Girls Future Boys" is, yet again,

nothing special. Indeed, the opening to this yond the Cupcakes' grasp, some poetic lyriparticular song is quite ineptly performed, alcism exists in this song that has been lacking
though it manages to rescue some elements of in previous tracks. As I said before, Graves
musical charm.
can sing, and he proves it when he is given
The real downfall of the first half of this the chance.
album is a lack of rhythmic variation. EveryThe saving grace of this album's first half
thing is downbeats and drum hits, repetitive,
might be the seamless inter-track transitions
trying to survive on attitude
that make for an interesting
alone. And it almost works
presentation, even when the
But the simple truth is that It becomes obvious
actual songs themselves, baanyone can get tired of the
nal and unmotivated, lack the
same pounding drum line that the Cupcakes
same entertainment value.
over and over again. SomeThe album veers from the
don't have to put
thing has to give somewhere.
fifth track to "Space Age
Track four, "Welcome to themselves in a rut.
Boy," a simple and uninthe Candy Store," slows
spired but nevertheless emodown perceptibly, seeming They can change
tional and highly effective
like an attempt to change the things up, and my
track. Nonetheless, the same
mood (at last). Despite this,
old humdrum rhythmic patthe song still shows the same only regret is that
tern persists.
If you think I'm flogging a
lack of progression and their album takes so
subtlety that its preceding
dead horse by harping on the
long to do it.
tracks displayed.
lack of rhythmic variation in
However much Matt
this album, you might well
Walker may be the foundaexpLrience the same motion of this group, he shows no ability in par- notony listening to the start of this release.
"Blood Thirsty," an aggressive and vigorticular to do anything unordinary. Same thing,
track in and track out.
ous song, proves satisfactory enough. Besides
The fifth track, "High Speed Cakes in the having an attractive pulse, the song features
Hole," discovers a whole new sort of bland,
Graves' dependably strong vocal skills, which
repetitive rhythmic monotony. The reserved
manage to carry the day pretty well.
From there, the album takes a strange turn
vocals and somewhat engaging electronic
backgrounds, however, provide a change of
away from the mind-numbing beats of its first
tone that, this time, is actually distinct. Even
half. "Cosmic Imbecile," the eighth song on
while rhythmic versatility still seems well be- the album, is quite an impressive, emotive, and

even melodic little song, and I was relieved to
hear, for once, something different from this
talented group of performers.
The album flows seamlessly into "Black
Helicopters"—not quite as moving a song, but
one that maintains a considerably high level
of interest. The intermittent pulsing, '80s backgrounds will prevent people from trying to take
the inflated lyrics too seriously.
"Deep Space Bossa" starts with an infective, ostensibly Latin beat—finally, it becomes
obvious that the Cupcakes don't have to put
themselves in a rut. They can change things
up, and I only regret that their album takes so
long to do it. The chemistry between Graves,
Walker, guitarist Greg Suran, and bassist
Solomon Snyder is excellent.
The title of "Darkness Surrounds You"
speaks for itself. Graves pulls his part off
nicely, and the song proves passably interesting. Whatever else one might say about their
generally uninventive songs, the Cupcakes do
know how to keep the listener engaged.
The final track, a subtle, thoughtful, intriguing, and powerfully arranged track is entitled
"No Regrets." Unfortunately, when it comes
to this particular album, I can't share that sentiment. It could have been much, much better.
Why the Cupcakes waited until the seventh
or eighth track to put together something interesting is a mystery to me.
Maybe it took just that long to get things
together and learn how to produce an original
sound. If that is the case, their next release
should be excellent.

'Speed Devils' leaves other race games eating its dust

cade-like—light on the reality, heavy on
the fun. There are minor discrepancies
in the physics, however. For instance, a
What would video games be without the all- slight nudge on an opposing car can send
* important genre of racing games? I'm sure I it spinning and crippling it (which is a
don't know. Somehow the idea of being in a great feature), but a huge jump will
speeding race car passing cops and breaking barely affect your car upon landing.
While I don't mind the fact that I don't
land speed records just appeals to us all. With
take damage for flying to the moon and
"Speed Devils," Dreamcast gets a quality adback, it makes the experience slightly
dition to its racing game selection.
As with most racing games, "Speed Dev- less inunersive.
i
As with most racing games, you can
ils" starts with a relatively simple premise—
race your friends.
you have been hired to
The multiplayer
race in a series of highmode doesn't instakes races. You, of
The interesting part of
troduce anything
course, are a reckless,
this game is that the plot
all that new, but is
insane professional
still quite fun.
racer with a cool car and
actually matters—your
li
After a few races
a cool look—and I do
sponsors will occasionwith some friends
mean cool.
of mine, I was
You can choose from
ally give you a goal to
kicked off the
a variety of cars and
machine. They
their drivers, anything
work for in certain races.
explained that it
from a European sports
was because I
car to a taxi cab. Fifties
muscle cars, large trucks, sleek stylish cars— couldn't stay on the road. Personally, I
Realistic views of the raceway as . well as the car help to draw the gamer
anything goes. And the drivers match their think it was because they were tired of
into the scenario he or she is playing in "Speed Devils" for Dreamcast.
car in look and style. There is a Cajun bayou my disco king beating them by wrecking their cars.
character, as well as a self-styled disco king.
you. And of course, if you want to come
Adding to the different features of this
The cars are rated
in first every time, you will need to
on various factors game are scenarios where you race
upgrade your car contantly with new
like speed, damage against aliens and giant apes.
parts.
If you are into the singlethey can take, and
Title:
This title is very solid, only
acceleration. One of player racing, this game is a
minor annoyances in parts of the
treat as well as a challenge.
the great things about this game is that your
game interrupted the fun, and
The interesting part of this
choice of car really matters beyond the sound
bites you'll get. The feel when you take cor- game is that the plot actually matters—your usually I could get over it pretty quickly. If
you are a big racing game fan and you own
ners, shift gears, and run into other cars all sponsors will occasionally give you a goal to
Platform:
the almighty Dreamcast, then make sure you
change slightly depending on which car you work for in certain races. That is, if you come
in at a certain place, get only a certain amount pick this title up. Play the Disco King, too—
choose. This is very interesting.
Price:
The physics in "Speed Devils" is very ar- of damage on the car, etc., they will reward he's fun!
T. CARL KWOH

Staff Writer

C ame
'

view

Gamer's Info
Speed Devils

****
(out of 5 stars)
Dreamcast
$44.99
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'The Beach' worthy to be paradise
EMILY

Swum

to find that the man
present danger, "The
Staff Writer
committed suicide durBeach" no doubt entering the night.
tains, but that is not all
What do you get when you combine beauRichard decides to
it does. It also shows
tiful people, a secluded island, and a perfect accept the call of parasome things that the aubeach? Paradise. But set that beautiful picture dise, and, along with
dience perhaps does
against a backdrop of danger, lust, and a priEtienne and Francoise,
not want to see—it
vate island village threatened by intruders and begins a long, difficult,
does not shy away from
the wrath of pot farmers in Thailand, and you
blood, cruelty, or beand dangerous journey
get a wild adventure called "The Beach."
trayal. It incorporates
to the island. After sevThis new movie defies the laws of the aver- eral difficulties, such
strong metaphors and
age blockbuster. It makes its statements by reconfusing plot twists.
as having to swim to
moving the characters from society and showAs a whole, the film is
the island from a
ing what happens when man directly confronts
very dynamic and
neighboring one and
his demons and those of nature. And it does jumping off a 120-foot
highly entertaining.
all this in a fast-paced, surprising, and at times cliff, they find their
End Result: An inhorrifying manner.
tense, hard-core advenbeach. They also find
The movie stars Leonardo DiCaprio as Riture in paradise.
a private community
chard, a young man traveling the world in of travelers living the
Francois, Richard and Etienne
search of a life where he can "find something dream of a simple life
RATING
get ready to swim to paradise.
real." Richard leaves behind his family and with no cell phones,
*4-*
possessions and ends up in Thailand. He is pagers, or mass amounts of people to deal with.
driven by the desires of a traveler, and soon
They are readily accepted into the small
finds out that he is not the only one. While community, based on the premise that no other
staying in a cheap hotel in Thailand, he meets people were coming to the island, and live
Movie Rating
a French couple, Etienne and Francoise
there in peace for a while—that is,
System
(Guillaume Canet and Virginie movTo
until everything goes wrong.
Ledoyen), and an older man named —
Dealing with the dangers of the
Not worth your time
rieview
Daffy (Robert Carlyle).
ocean, the intricacies of human naRent it when there's
One night, Daffy, burned out and crazy from ture, and the marijuana farmers with whom
nothing better to do
too many years of sun and drugs, tells Richthey share the island becomes too large a task
ard of his own experience with paradise—a for the travelers, and their paradise begins to
Worth going out to
perfect beach on a secluded island. To crumble around them. Some people, however,
one of these days
Richard's surprise, the next morning he finds try everything in their power to keep that from
Run, don't walk to
a map of the beach taped to his door. Even happening.
the movie theater!
more surprising, he walks into Daffy's room
Full of suspense, passion for life, and ever-

**
***
****
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Three notable concerts
approach Seattle, Tacoma
Blue Oyster Cult, a heavy-metal cult
powerhouse,comes to Tacoma to flaunt
decades of menace, terror, and scientific
and social commentary. The group found
fame with 1976's "(Don't Fear) The
Reaper," and visits Tacoma amid high anticipation. Saturday, Feb. 19, $20,

Temple Ballroom, 47 St. Helens, Tacoma.
Macy Gray brings her startling, soulful
pop to town on Sunday night. Her unmistakable raspy, smooth shout-out, "I

Try," is already inundating the airwaves,
and her album On How Life Is is reaping
critical and popular praise. Sunday, Feb.

20, $17.50, Showbox, Seattle.
Gomez—Famous for their groundbreaking live shows, these rootsy U.K.
growlers are beginning to break through
in the States. Combining absurdly diverse
musical influences, Gomez is one of the
most exciting and refreshing groups in
contemporary rock. Look for the band to
tear through their latest album, Liquid
Skin onstage. Tuesday, Feb. 22, $12.50,

Showbox, Seattle.

JOIN OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM
AS A
MANAGER TRAINEE
(CREDIT MANAGER)
Norwest Financial is looking for goal-oriented, competitive individuals to enter our management trainee program.
Our management trainee position and promote from within policy
will allow you to assume branch management position within 3
years or less. Our Trainee position offers the following:
Starting salary from 26K-36K with quarterly reviews and merit
raises.
Excellent benefit package.
Excellent thrift and profit participation.
In depth training program.
Over 700 offices nationwide and 15 offices in the Puget Sound
area.
Paid internships available.

University Opera Production presents:
'Riders to the Sea' by Vaughan Williams
*La Divine by Thomas Pasatieri
Feb. 18, 7:90 p.m. and Feb. 20,
2:00 p.m.

Concert Hall
010.50 general, 06.50 student
Jacobsen Series IV
Amy Putnam, percussionist, & Friends!
Feb. 21, 7:90 p.m.
Concert Hall
10.50 general, students free

Dinner and a Movie House presents
'Rushmore' and 'Bottle Rocket'
by We Anderson
Feb. 20, 4:00 p.m.
Free

Betty Ragan, photography
Debra F. Lawrence, mixed media
Feb. 29 through March 26
Kittredge Gallery
Mon.—Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
sun. 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Free

Requirements
4 year degree
Minimum of a 2.75 GPA.
Good communication skills.
Competitive and outgoing personality.

Send (or Fax) resumes to:
Attn: Don Brown
2016 S 320th Bldg B Ste M
Federal Way, WA 98003
VOICE: (253) 839-5694
FAX: (253) 946-3510

NORWEST FINANCIAL
Attn: Tim McCarthy
10115 Gravelly Lake Dr. Ste 1
Lakewood, WA 98499
VOICE: (253) 582-5680
FAX: (253) 582-5985

Fortune 500 Company and a Division of Wells Fargo & Co.

'Bayou to Bourbon Street'
traveling Mardi Gras festival
Feb.18, 7:90 p.m.
Washington Center
for the Performing Arts, Olympia
$21-024 student
Anonymous 4- present
'1000' for Female Vocal Quartet
p.m.
reb.19 & 20,

St. James Cathedral, Seattle
$16-$25

Pete Droge, Kim Virant, and Blue Spark
lab. 17

Crocodile Cafe, Seattle
$6 at the door
Cannibal Corpse, God Dethroned,
Eternal Hate and Diabolic
Feb. 29, 8:00 p.m.

The Fenix, Seattle
$10
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) 'Riders; 'La Divina' offer drama, good laughs
Anne Campbell and freshman
Melissa Dutton. Adding to the
vocal richness of this opera is a
Along with the School of Music, the UPS chorus of nine women who reOpera Theatre will present two one-act operas,
main on stage throughout.
"Riders to the Sea" and "La Divina," on Feb.
"The chorus serve as observ18 and 26 at 7:30 p.m. and Feb. 20 at 2:00 ers of [the tragedy]," Goleeke exp.m. in the Concert Hall.
plains. "It's a very touching story,
In past years, UPS has staged one larger and the orchestration Williams
opera rather than two shorter pieces, leaving a
wrote for his play is just
big impression but creating fewer roles. This
4 meant less students were able to participate in stunning... really beautiful."
"La Divina," composed by
the musical productions on campus.
Thomas Pasatieri, is a comedy in
"We're doing two one-acts of a vastly conhigh operatic style. "It is almost
trasting nature this year... because I have won- nonsensical," Goleeke said. "It's
"Riders to the Sea" takes place on one of
derful singers who are perfect in the roles they
what the characters do with each
have been cast in," explained Dr. Thomas
other that makes the show so
the Aran Islands off the coast of Ireland.
fp Goleeke, Music Director for the operas. "I am successful."
really happy when I can use that many stuIn this opera, an aging prima donna, Maveloped some really clever people in the prodents in a production."
dame Altina (sophomore Jessica Norris), is
cess. They are a wonderful cast."
Explaining his mission in
struggling with her deciBoth operas are backed by an all-student orundertaking the yearly opsion to retire. Her last chestra, the only non-current UPS student in
era project, Goleeke experformance is approach- the ensemble is Hannah Blackburn (keyboard),
Starting there and
plained, "I think it is imporing, and she has some a UPS Community Music faculty member in
4 tant for singers to have an
doubts as to whether her piano and UPS alumna.
ending up here, it's
opportunity to use their
final performance will be
"Altogether, we have worked on these opjust a wonderful
voice as a soloist in addition
up to the standard she has eras for about 80 hours. The actors have
to their work in choirs."
achieved in the past, as learned a lot in the process, however, and I'm
journey... it's exciting
"Riders to the Sea," origishe expresses in her cen- looking forward to seeing the finished perfornally a play written by J. M.
to see the singers'
tral aria.
mance," Goleeke said.
Synge but set to music by
Madame- Altina's
"Each cast is super in several respects. First,
development.
Ralph Vaughan Williams,
maid, Cecily (sophomore they're wonderful on stage; that is, they cretakes place on one of the
Theresa Smith), and ate very viable, believable characters. I think
—Thomas Goleeke,
Aran islands off the west
Haemon, her manager that's much to their credit and the credit of the
Music Director (senior Thomas Wal- stage director... who has helped them discover
coast of Ireland. Maurya
(senior Maria Meyer) is a
worth), wonder what their characters," said Goleeke.
mother who finds out that
they will do when they
According to Goleeke, both casts are accomshe has lost her father, her husband's father,
don't have to coddle her anymore. The young plishing that very well and growing in their
and her six sons, all fishermen, to the sea.
conductor of the opera (sophomore James
vocal abilities as well as their acting abilities.
This opera deals with both the discovery of Dantas) works out some kinks in the score with "From what I see, they are totally believable
the way Maurya lost her other loved ones as
Altina, and then the "show" within the show in their characters. Both casts are very strong,
well as the loss of her last doomed son, Bartley goes on.
and the orchestra is solid," Goleeke added.
(sophomore Michael Smith), and how she
"It's a frill piece," Goleeke said. "What
"I enjoy being part of the process," Goleeke
comes to an acceptance of it. The sisters of
makes it interesting is the characterization that
concluded. "It begins the first week of school
11 the unfortunate family are played by junior the four [singers] have created. They have de- [in August] with rehearsals. We learn our muKRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
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THE CELLAR
THE HONORS FILM SERIES
'TN SPRING 20001**-7

sic on Monday evenings... it's a long process,
involving a lot of work on the part of many,
many people. Starting there and ending up
here, it's just a wonderful journey...it's
exciting to see [the singers'] development. In
all cases, it's absolutely first-rate."
Theodore Deacon, the stage director for the
operas, has also worked with Goleeke on last
year's "The Tender Land" as well as other operas of past years at UPS.
Admission for "Riders to the Sea" and "La
Divina" is $10.50 for general admission and
$6.50 for students. Tickets are available at the
Info Center and at the door.

UPS Opera
Cast Lists
"Riders to the Sea"
Maurya
Bartley
Two Sisters

Maria Meyer
Michael Smith
Anne Campbell
Melissa Dutton
Chorus:
Andrea Bangemann-Johnson
Carmen Caruso
Mariette Clardy
Katie Harman
Megan Miskill
Karin Sandberg
Rebecca Schermerhorn
Anne Schmidt
Bridgid Tomaszewski

"La Divina"
Madame Altina
Jessica Norris
Cecily, Her Maid...Theresa Smith
Haemon, Her Manager...Torn Walworth
A Young Conductor...James Dantas

Campus Films
Presents:

Pltill

)S) PRESENTS (

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
DIRECTORS: MIKE RADCLIFFE & MISA SHIMONO

ALL FILMS ARC ON WEDNESDAYS
AT 7:00 PM III WSC 003
FREE

CELLAR

MARCH 1

it
FEBRUARY 9

THE LADY VANISHES
(1938)

MARCH 29

VERTIGO (1958)
APRIL 5

NORTH SY NORTHWES
(1959)
FEBRUARY 23

To cAmell A THIEF
(1955)
FOR INFO

THE 11
THRILLER Of
ALL TIME!

THE MAN WHO KNEW
Too MUCH (1956)

APRIL 12

TORN CURTAIN (1966)

Get a Slice of
Pizza and a Pop
from 11:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m.
weekdays for
just $1.50!

Friday & Saturday 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 6:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT CAMPUS FILMS AT:
WWW.ASUPS.UPS.EDU/EVENTS/FILMS
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Vote February 22 and February 23
JUNIOR
SENATOR

SENATOR-AT-LARGE
Brett Broek

Jennifer Tillett

Jessi Nemens

Class: freshman
Phone Number
x4136
E-mail address:
bbroek@ups.edu

Class: sophomore
Phone Number
x2502
E-mail address:
jtillett@ups.edu

Class:
sophomore
Phone Number
x4449
E-mail address:
jnemens®ups.edu

I would be a strong leader
simply because I recognize
problems and take the
actions necessary to solve
them, and our campus has several problems that require
the attention of the governing body. The public bathrooms
are not equipped with items as simple as hygienic seat covers
for the toilets. Our school's extracurricular organizations
have amazing leaders and members that enrich our campus,
but these groups are given little opportunity or incentive to
coordinate efforts on schedules, activities, or programs. If
elected as your Senator-At-Large, I would bring a fresh
perspective and new ideas to ASUPS for finding solutions
to these or any other matter brought to our attention. I will
do what can be done.

I am running for ASUPS
Senator-at-Large because I
see the potential to get things
done. I am currently working on the Professor Evaluation
Book, which will combine student evaluations of professors
to use when choosing classes. If elected, I want to continue
to develop projects like this. Recycling should be one of
ASUPS' top priorities. This campus needs more containers
and more people to make sure that materials are actually
recycled. I will also finally get nutritional information in
the SUB, as well as healthier food. If elected, I will take a
strong stance on campus issues. I oppose enforcing the
Integrity Code off-campus and I don't want a dorm on Todd
Field. Thanks and see you at the polls.

I am excited about the
opportunity to get
involved with student government. As a senator I want
to hear your thoughts and ideas. I am running because,
like many of you, I feel that the student voice is not
being listened to. There have been decisions made
that do not reflect student views. I want to change
that. I see a lot of potential in our current sophomore
class. I will work hard to make next year the best
year ever.

SENIOR
SENATOR

Jamie Fay

Matt Alley

Judson Greif

Class: junior
Phone Number
x8749
E-mail address:
jfay@ups.edu

Class: sophomore
Phone Number
x4961
E-mail address:
malley@ups.edu

Class: junior
Phone Number:
x2629
E-mail address:
jgreif@ups.edu

Why run for the ASUPS
Senate? To be quite honest,
there are a number of
problems facing students on
this campus. I feel a great deal of these problems could be
resolved through simple communication. Off-campus
students face difficulties finding housing, and once they do
move off campus, they face difficulty becoming informed
of campus events. On-campus students face problems with
finding university housing and with increasing
overcrowding of the SUB. Many of these problems could
simply be resolved through increased communication
between students and administrators. Is Jamie Fay the best
candidate to help eliminate these problems? Jamie Fay
certainly thinks so, and if you agree with him, vote for Jamie
Fay for Senator-at-Large. Thank you.

Hi! I'm Matt Alley and I'm
running for Senator-atLarge! I'm committed to
working in the students' best
interests. I have served on multiple ASUPS committees. I
am also a representative on the Interfraternity Council as
well as a mentor in the Kids Can Do! program. I am
interested in preserving the Todd Field from the construction
of a new residence hall. Also, I would like to revolutionize
the UPS web page. It misrepresents the quality of our
University. We need a web page that is aesthetically pleasing
and helpful to current and prospective students. Vote Matt
Alley, Senator-at-Large.

1

I feel that I am highly
qualified for the
position of Senior
Class Senator for a
number of reasons. First and foremost, I have been
actively involved in leadership positions before and
feel that I have done an excellent job. I have been
very active in Greek life, both on Interfraternity
Council and in my own house. I also feel that I am
willing to take a firm stand for student's rights. I feel
that the voice of the student body should be the
loudest, and I will do my best to make that voice
heard. Finally, without a doubt, I can assure you, the
voter, that I am the most qualified, best looking, and
only candidate for this job.

S

p
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PRESIDENT
a

Jene Zhang

David Bahar

Mariette Clardy

Class: junior
Phone Number:
759.7861
E-mail address:
fzhang@ups.edu

Class:
sophomore
Phone Number:
x4565
E-mail address:
dbahar@ups.edu

Class: Freshman
Phone Number:
x4517
E-mail address:
mclardy@usa.net

My concern with the
Student Integrity Code is
that UPS has taught all of us
to be independent and selfreliant in our thinking and behavior. As adults, we are
perfectly capable of regulating our own activities and paying
the consequences when we make mistakes. As off-campus
students, we are part of the Tacoma community and are
regarded no differently by the judicial system and law
enforcement agencies than other members of this
community. Therefore, when the Student Integrity Code is
applied to off-campus students, it seems to me rather
redundant and a waste of UPS resources. I would thus like
to propose to the administration that we no longer use the
Integrity Code as a means to discipline our generally
responsible, independent off-campus students.

4

VICE-PRESIDENT

SOPHOMORE
SENATOR

With my experience
as an ASUPS senator
and programmer, I know how ASUPS works. I can
step into the office of Vice President and assume the
responsibility. One of my main goals is to ensure that
funds distributed from the budget work to meet the
needs and desires of as many students as possible.
This won't be easy, but I am used to hard work. The
focus of the Vice President is on operations of ASUPS,
but I don't stop being a voice for the students on issues
of student housing, the integrity code or other issues
that are important to you.

Ryan Mello

Erin Smith

Class: junior
Phone Number:
x8749
E-mail address:
rmello@ups.edu

Class: junior
Phone Number:
756.8807
E-mail address:
emsmith@ups.edu

The job of the ASUPS
president is to be the student
voice. We need someone in
the position who will not
stop working for you, who will not leave after being told
NO once, who will always look out for the student's best
interest, because if that person doesn't...who will? I want to
be your voice, raise concerns, and - will not stop working
until the student's voice is as :loud and equal as other
influences. Erin Smith and I provide a ticket that has
experience and a long history of being strong student
advocates. So when you vote forASUPS President and VicePresident on February 22nd and 23rd, vote for us to be your
student advocates.

It's about managing
and aiding media,
number-crunching
and distributing
money, organizing meetings and writing letters—
what is this? This is some of what the Vice President
of ASUPS does. I am ready to serve as you VP. As a
senator, I have served on committees such as media
board, budget and finance, and I have been a
programmer for two years now. I have the experience
to run ASUPS so that the executives can tackle your
issues and concerns. Together, Ryan Mello and I will
focus on getting our school to be student-centered,
and student concerns will be addressed. Please vote
for the team, your student advocates: vote Erin Smith
and Ryan Mello for your ASUPS team.

Hi, my name is Marriette
Clardy. I am currently a
freshman senator, so I am
running on experience. My
term only lasted a few months, but I represented the class
of 03' well. If you haven't noticed (I know I didn't) some
of the points in the SUB were reduced after Dining and
Conferencing Services looked over the point system and
found a few discrepancies. And if your club or organization
uses the ASUPS van, you would be happy to note there will
always be a spot for it, marked ASUPS Van Parking Only.
But aside from the work, I love working with people and I
have a special gift working with administration. In
conclusion, I am short, sweet, and I always get to the point!

Alexandra
Peterson
Class: freshman
Phone Number:
x2538
E-mail address:
abpeterson@ups.edu
Beginning way back with
Perspectives, Prelude, and
Passages, we were united in a bizarre sort of way. Even
though we are all so different, the freshman class went
through many of the same experiences together. Because
of that, we share a lot of the same ideas and concerns. As a
candidate for sophomore class senator, I'm not running this
election with a slew of ideas for university improvements.
To me, that's not what being a senator is about. My class,
my housemates, 'my peers, my friends—THAT's my top
priority, as cliched as it sounds. I just fight their battles and
bring their ideas to Senate—and that's what I'm good at.

Keith Kelley
Class: junior
Phone Number:
x4713
E-mail address:
kkelley@ups.edu
Both through experience as
a senator and through past
projects, I have become
well-acquainted with
administrators and have gained intimate knowledge of how
ASUPS is run and operated. Ask any ASUPS executive,
any administrator, faculty or staff member who has worked
with ASUPS over the past ten years and they will strongly
emphasize the importance of experience going into these
positions. Ninety percent of the president's work falls within
the first two months of office. Vote for someone who can
step right in and get the job done without hesitation or
uncertainty. I've worked with and respect both vicepresidential candidates. 'Vote your heart and mind. Vote
Keith Kelley for president. Projects: webpage book
exchange, parking, "food bowl," recycling, crosswalks.

Polls located
in the
Wheelock
Student
Center,
February 22
and
February 23.
Candidate photos by E. Wasser.
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Henneberry helps Loggers win two
UPS men look to end frustrating season on high note
Swimmers gear up for 2000
NWC Championship Meet
It's championship season once again in the Northwest Conference, and the only UPS winter sports teams
that will be going into the championships with any expectations are the UPS swimming teams. Both the men
and women will be at Linfield College in McMinnville,
Oregon on Feb. 17-19, with high hopes for a conference title and for a number of individual national tournament berths.
The Logger women are defending NWC champions,
and have not lost a meet—including the NWC Championships—since they joined the conference in 1997.
The men are coming off their only dual meet loss in
that same time span. That loss came on Feb. 5 against
Whitworth, who along with UPS is favored to win the
championship. Both will try to recapture the title from
the defending champion, Linfield College.
No NWC swimmer has yet achieved an automatic
qualification for the NCAA Division III National Meet,
and the Logger swimmers see the meet as a final opportunity to meet NCAA qualifying standards. UPS
hopes to have as many as ten women and five men
qualify for national competition.

Women's rugby team goes
1-2 in ORSU Collegiate Festival
The UPS women's rugby team had its first three
games of the season on Feb. 12, when they traveled
south to Portland for the ORSU Collegiate Festival.
The team of over twenty players lost to Whitman 105, defeated Western by the same score and dropped a
close one to Lewis & Clark by a 7-5 count. Mona Eggers
scored a try (a five-point score) in both of the first two
games, team captain Heidi Herter added one in the second and Anna Dickerson provided the team's only score
of the third game.
On the weekend of Feb. 18-20, both the men's and
women's rugby teams will travel to Ashford, Oregon
for a series of matches at Southern Oregon State.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
NATHAN J. LILJE
Staff Writer

Craig Henneberry was honored with
the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week
honors after scoring 40 points over the
weekend in a split against Whitman and
Whitworth Col1999-00 RECORD leges in Eastern
Washington.
OVERALL 6-14
On Friday, Feb.
NWC 4-9
11, the Loggers
faced last place Whitman College in
Walla Walla. Henneberry led the team
with 21 points scored along with six rebounds, four assists and two steals, and
the team went on to beat Whitman 7774. Jeff Carlson did his part to get the
Loggers out in front early, contributing
16 points in the first half. Ryan Boyle
had 14 points and nine rebounds, and
Brason Alexander added eight points.
On Saturday, Feb. 12, the men headed
north to face Whitworth College.
Henneberry again led the way, this time
with 19 points and six rebounds, and the
Loggers matched the previous night's
score of 77. This time, unfortunately, it
wasn't enough as Whitworth defeated the
Loggers in overtime, 84-77. The final ten
points by Whitworth were from the free
throw line.
The team returned home on Tuesday,
looking to get back into the win column

against the Pacific Lutheran University
Lutes. It took a little more time than they
hoped, but the Loggers fought to an 8278 overtime win.
After UPS took a 37-34 lead at the half,
PLU pulled together in the second half
and went up by an apparently comfortable seven points with just 2:37 remaining. However, the Loggers forced four
quick turnovers, and a Brason Alexander

Logger point guard Brason
Alexander brings the ball
up the court in UPS' win
against PLU on Feb. 15.

After a year in limbo, the NBAA11-Star Weekend came
back on Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 13 and 14. As always, it was a spectacle of dunks and alley-oops, threepointers, turnovers and very little defense—perhaps the
final sign that the league is making a full comeback after the demoralizing lockout of 1998-99.
On Saturday, the Utah's Jeff Hornacek teamed up with
the Utah Starzz' Natalie Williams to win the 2-ball competition, then used what energy he had left to beat out
the 7'0" Dirk Now itzki of the Dallas Mavericks to win
his second straight Three-Point Shootout. Next, a team
of star rookies, led by Chicago's Elton Brand and his 16
points and 21 rebounds, beat a team of second-year players in the rookie game, 91-83 in overtime. But Toronto's
Vince "Half-Man, Half-Amazing" Carter was the star
of the night, running away with the title in the slam dunk
contest with his startling aerial acrobatics.
Most of the fun was already over for some NBA fans,
but there was still a game to play. The Western Conference, led by the super-trio of Kevin Garnett and coMVPs Tim Duncan and Shaquille O'Neal, beat the Eastern Conference 137-126. The big three combined for 70
points and 33 rebounds against a starting East frontcourt
that consisted of two small forwards (Carter and Grant
Hill) and an undersized center (Alonzo Mourning). Allen
Iverson, another player who is small for his position,
led the Eastern squad with 26 points.
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Loggers continue season-long struggle
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
BILL PARKER

West's frontcourt comes up
big at NBA All-Star Game

basket tied the game at 71, forcing the
extra period.
The Loggers took a two-point lead in
overtime, but the
Lutes had a chance
UP NEXT
to force another OT
WILLAMETTE
with three seconds
UNIVERSITY
left. Erik Dordal's
8:00 P.M.
shot fell short, howFIELDHOUSE
ever, and two free
throws iced the win for UPS.
Hanneberry again led the Loggers with
20 points, and Ryan Boyle added 19 and
11 rebounds. The team is now 5-9 in the
Northwest Conference and 7-14 overall.
Hanneberry, from Spokane, Washington, is the sole senior on the young men's
basketball team. He has one year of eligibility left and plans to return to UPS
next year as a graduate student and continue basketball.
The Loggers will close out the home
portion of their 1999-200 schedule when
they host Willamette College and Pacific
University on Friday and Saturday nights
at the Memorial Fieldhouse.
The team lost to Willamette on the
road on Jan. 22, but hopes to play the
spoiler as they compete with PLU for the
fourth tournament spot. Lewis & Clark
College, Pacific University and Linfield
College have already guaranteed tournament spots. The men upset second-place
Pacific University back in January and
hope to repeat the performance to end
the season on Saturday. All games will
start at 8:00 p.m.

Sports Editor
It's been a disappointing season for the Puget Sound
women's basketball team. The team that went 21-6 overall and
finished second in the Northwest Conference last season will
spend the last four games of the 1999-2000 season trying to
keep themselves out of the cellar. Their hopes for a late-season rebound were dealt a blow this past week, with three
straight losses. The young and rebuilding Loggers have retained their desire and resolve, and will be looking for a pair
of upsets when they come in to their final homestand of the
season this weekend.
On Friday, Feb. 11, the Whitman College Missionaries
hosted the Loggers and needed the entire forty minutes to pull
off the victory. The Missionaries led by four at the break, 2723, and failed to pull away in the second half.
When UPS senior Jana Dorn hit a three-pointer with 1:13 to
play, the Whitman lead was back to four points, 53-49. That
basket ended the Loggers' scoring, however, and Whitman held
on for the 58-49 win. Sophomore Julie Vanni led UPS with 16
points and 10 rebounds, but was the only Logger in double
figures on the night.
The women then stayed in eastern Washington for a game
against the Whitworth College Pirates. The Loggers were able
to put together long runs to keep the game close, but in the end
the Pirates' long-range shooters were too tough for the Loggers. Whitworth had its best three-point shooting night of the
season, hitting 9 of its 16 shots from beyond the arc to pave
the way to a 75-59 win.
UPS fell behind by as many as 28 points in the second half,
but battled all the way back to 70-59 on an Erin Dahlgren threepointer with 1:33 remaining. But that was all the scoring the

Loggers would do on this night, and the Pirates hit a last-second shot despite already holding a 14-point lead to finish the
game on a sour note.
Dahlgren, a junior, led the Loggers with 16 points on the
night. Courney Leybold added 10, and Vanni contributed a
game-high 11 rebounds.
The Loggers came back home and prepared for a weeknight
game against their perennial rivals, Pacific Lutheran University, on Tuesday, Feb. 15. The two teams came into the game
from opposite directions—the 2000 Lutes are an experienced
squad looking to take the conference title and earn an NCAA
Division III National Tournament berth, while the still-green
Loggers came in looking to continue building toward next year.
The Lutes simply overpowered the home team from the
outset. PLU's Betsy Ruud sparked a 10-0 run with about six
minutes to go in the first half, aiding her team to a 30-16 halftime lead that would prove unsurmountable. Ruud hit four of
her five three-point attempts for 12 points, all in the first half,
to lead the Lutes to a 61-39 win. The Lutes' game rested on
their 9-for-13 shooting from long range and their defense,
which did not allow a single Logger to reach double figures.
On Friday and Saturday, Feb. 18 and 19, the Loggers will
play their final home games of the season, both at 6:00 p.m. in
the Fieldhouse. The Willamette Wildcats (5-7 NWC, 12-9 overall) will visit on Friday, with Pacific University (3-10, 10-12)
coming in on Saturday. UPS visited both teams on a weekend
in late January, falling 72-58 to Pacific before squeaking by
with a 74-71 victory at Willamette. The Loggers are currently
2-10 in the conference and 8-13 overall. They are just one game
ahead of the last-place team, Lewis & Clark, and will have to
go on the road to face two of the NWC's three top teams,
George Fox and Linfield, on Feb. 25 and 26 to close the season. The Loggers will look to make a strong showing in these
final four games, send their seniors out on a high note and
create something to build off of next season.
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'Surfer': 185 pounds of pure pain
UPS student St even Benson takes the pro wrestling world by storm

•

6

UPS senior Steven Benson has conquered it all. He has been an RA and the
general manager of KUPS radio. He
spent the last year
as the president of
Beta Theta Pi, and
for the last 11
months, he has been
the ASUPS Director
of Business Services. In search of a
new challenge,
Benson entered a world of fights, lights
and men in tights. The Sun City Surfer
was born.
Andrew Peterson: What made you
want to be a professional wrestler?
Steven Benson: Wrestling is one of the
hardest professions in sports. You have
to be in good shape, and you have to be
willing to go [to training] five or six days
a week, and you have to basically be willing to get your butt kicked. It's a personal challenge.
AP: What kind of training do you do?
SB: I work on arm drags, suplexes,
clotheslines, elbows. Pretty much everything you see on television, I've been
working on it. I've been training for
about four months now under Pacific
Wrestling Federation champion Randy
"The Pimp" Taylor. The first day, he
tossed me off the turnbuckle a few times.
AP: Have you competed yet?
SB: I debuted last month, actually,
wrestling against a man by the name of

"Big Wood." I was only in the ring for
about 30 seconds before Big Wood put
me in a bear hug. Big Wood is about 6'
5", and weighs around 300 pounds.
Needless to say, I gave up.
AP: What does your mother think
about all of this?
SB: She's actually very excited.
She's probably my
number one fan.
AP: Would you
consider yourself
to be "heel" or
"face?" (A "heel"
is a bad guy, and a "face" is a good
guy. You should all know that.)
SB: I'm not either yet. I would like to
be a heel, but with my smooth face and
being a surfer and all, I'm probably going to end up being a face.
AP: That's true, everyone wants to be
a heel. Do you have aspirations of continuing your wrestling career into the
future, or just for the short term?
SB: It's something I intend to keep
doing in my free time in the future, on
weekends and nights, probably for the
rest of my life.
AP: Okay, time to test your wrestling
knowledge. Spell "turnbuckle" for us.
SB: T-u-r-n-b-u-c-k-l-e. Turnbuckle.
AP: Well done. Now, let's be honest.
Aren't you just doing this to get
chicks? And more importantly, has it
been working?
SB: Luckily, Andy, it has. You go the
shows and the audience is about half men
and half women. They are excited to see
the show. You get started wrestling out

there, and after the show, they're outside
guys would love to try pro wrestling,
waiting for you.
but never do. Why do you think you've
AP: Pro wrestling groupies?
been able to actually go for it?
SB: Every wresSB: It's all about
tler has their own
motivation. It's
set of groupies.
about wanting to be
AP: Now let's
the best, going in
shift gears for a
there and showing
moment. I know
that you can do it.
that you are inYou've seen those
terested in purguys on 20/20 and
suing a career in
MTV, people who
go try out, and after
accounting after
graduation.
their first week, they
are back sitting on
Isn't it true that
you're just dotheir asses, watching this pro
ing it on television.
wrestling thing
It's all about a
to pad your redream, all about persistence. You put
sume?
your body through
SB: Well, as
painful things when
I've been looking
you wrestle. It's not
for jobs with the
all fun and games.
Big Five accountIt's like anything
ing companies, I
else. If you have
think they've
heart, you'll be a
been impressed
good wrestler and a
by seeing wresgood entertainer..
tling on my resume.
Weighing in at 6'
AP: Perhaps
0" and 185 pounds,
they're hoping
Steven "The Sun
you know FIFO
City Surfer" Benson
and LIFO as
will wrestle in his
well as you know
next competition on
the DDT and the
Senior UPS student-turnedFriday, Feb. 25 at
People's Elbow.
wrestler Steven "The Sun
the Temple Theater
Finally, Steven,
City Surfer" Benson's next
in downtown
probably nine
Tacoma.
out of ten college
match will be on Feb. 25.

Mariners finally get rid of Griffey
After months of
Staff Writer
fruitless talking,
Gillick finally did
Ken Griffey Jr., the best player in the game and one-time
the right thing and
superstar for the Seattle Mariners, was finally dealt to the just got rid of him
Cincinnati Reds last week.
for what he could—
While many would claim this was a major blow to the Mari- two mediocre playners chances in the AL in the upcoming season, I believe
ers and two minor league prospects.
they will be a much better team without him. Ever since he
While they do lose a great player and charismatic figure in
demanded to be traded three months ago, he has been a conGriffey, the overall team chemistry should be better without
stant source of distraction, no matter how much Mariners ofthe players having to worry about when and where Griffey
ficials claim otherwise.
would go. And even though they
For the past three months now,
didn't get the players they wanted
Griffey has demanded to be traded,
from the Reds (most notably second
then claimed he made no such debaseman Pokey Reese), Gillick has
mand. Finally, he offered a list of
done a great job in acquiring other
four teams that he would be happy
prominent players for the club.
to play for, then cut that list down
The addition of new Mariners John
to one.
Olerud, Aaron Sele, Arthur Rhodes,
Initially, he claimed no hard feelMark McLemore, Stan Javier and
ings toward Seattle or the Mariners
Kazuhiro Sasaki, acquired prior to
organization, saying that he just
the Griffey trade, should give the
wanted to play closer to his family,
Mariners a solid lineup come openbut since then all he has done is
ing day. Add to that Mike Cameron
cause problems for the organization.
and Brett Tomko from the Reds and
By limiting his choice of teams
up-and-coming fireballer Ryan
to one—the Reds—Griffey essen- Seattle legend Ken Griffey, Jr.
Anderson waiting in the wings, the
tially tied the hands of GM Pat
Mariners will be a solid team for
shows off the colors of his new team.
Gillick. The Mariners had absoyears to come.
lutely no leverage in negotiations with the Reds and were
Before they got rid of Griffey, the Mariners were one of
unable to acquire any real talent in exchange for the best player the favorites to win the AL West. Without him, they should
in the game.
be even better.
ZACH EHLERT
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INTERVIEW BY ANDREW PETERSON

Staff Writer

Know about an alternative
athletic event you'd like to see
covered in The Trail?
We'd love to hear from you Contact Bill at
.wparkereups.edu, or call x3 1 97.

LUGGER
LINE Pr
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Men's
Basketball
February 18
Willamette
University
@ HOME
8:00 p.m.
•
February 19
Pacific
University
@ HOME
8:00 p.m.

Women's
Basketball
February 18
Willamette
University
@ HOME
6:00 p.m.
•
February 19
Pacific
University
@ HOME

www.stevenklein.com

6:00 p.m.

Swimming
February 17-19
Northwest
Conference

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

Championships

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

College,

The Steven Klein Company

@ Linfield

McMirmville, Ore.
10:00 a.m.
(Finals-6:00 p.m.)

Skiing

February 22-26

NWCS Regionals
@ Winterpark,
Col.

•
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OPINIONS
LETTERS To
T HE EDITOR

Threat of Russian nationalism missed
Dear Editor,
In the February 10th issue of The Trail,
Geoff Zeiger commented that the Russian offensive in Chechnya was justified.
Unfortunately, in his zeal to defend the
Russian tiger, Mr. Zieger ignores the potentially disastrous implications of a new
wave of nationalism in this former empire.
Mr. Zeiger claims that the Russians are
fighting for the freedom of the
Dagestanis. If this was truly the case,
however, the Russian military need only
defeat the terrorists in Dagestan, and then
secure the border. Instead, they chose to
invade the country, and have left no room
open for a diplomatic solution.
Instead, the warmongering Russian
president chose to displace or kill thousands of innocent Chechens, few of
whom actually had terrorist connections.
Moreover, Russian control of Chechnya
would do little more than transfer power
from the incompetent Mashkadov regime to the repressive and corrupt Putin
administration. Hardly a benefit to the
Chechen people. Putin can't even prove
that the Chechen government had any
complicity in the terrorist acts in
Dagestan, but nevertheless remains

steadfast in crushing the self-determination of the Chechen people.
The conflict also has greater implications than any internal rebellion could.
The inevitable Russian victory in
Chechnya will put Russian forces back
on the Georgian border, an Islamic nation that, like Chechnya, has no love lost
with Russian, and is in close proximity
to the volatile Caspian region. If Russian
were to flex its muscles against other
breakaways, such as Georgia, it could
inspire new conflict with the Islamic
world, and further destabilize the Middle
East. So should we be rejoicing that Russia has won its war against "terrorism"?
No, instead, we must watch vigilantly,
lest Russian nationalism rise again as a
threat to world stability.
Chris Abbot

Student questions
Combat Zone
Dear Editor,
Remember when the Combat Zone
used to be funny? Me neither.
Sincerely,
Kevin DeLury

Insight of article

recognized
Dear Editor,
I had expected to find in last week's
(February 3rd) Opinion's Section a nonsensical rant telling us why paper cups
should be prohibited. Or something like
that anyway.
Instead, I came across a reasoned and
insightful article on a timely and important issue.
It was Geoff Zeiger's column outlining the unconstitutionality of proposed
hate crime legislation. He noted that hate
crime laws would transform crime committed against individuals into subjective
political crimes committed against preferred group identities. He warned that
if Congress passes Clinton's hate crime
law, justice will suffer and liberty will
be trampled. He argued that the federal
government has no right to impose this
vision on us.
I say, right on.
Sincerely,
Scott Van Bergen

How's our writing?

RYAN SWEENEY

Once again it's
mid-February and
the UPS election
season is upon us.
This Tuesday and
Wednesday we
will once again return to the polls to
elect a new President, Vice-President,
and various senators for this school.
This year is a little different from most
though, this year there is a (comparative)
plethora of candidates to choose from in
all but the class senator races. This
change from the norm in our school's
politics is exciting. Could it possibly be
that more students are beginning to care
about their future? Could it be that UPS
is eroding the apathy that permeates college campuses across the nation?
Probably not, but that doesn't mean
that nothing is improving. The increased

$0411417!
Crosscurrents is now
accepting submissions

for their new issue.

BRING ENTRIES TO
WSC 007

number of candidates alone provides
voters with an opportunity to actually exercise a certain amount of choice at the
polls on Tuesday and Wednesday, an opportunity that is much rarer on this
campus in most elections.
But with this opportunity
also comes responsibility.
We as voters must become
aware not only of
candidate's plans, but their
visions as well.
Too often newly elected
senators and. executives
have taken office full of
ambition, ideals and goals,
only to see a coarse administration stonewall their innovations. This tragic reality of student
government often leads voters to look to
another aspect of each candidate, namely
their values.
Now before anyone quits reading, let
me assure you that I am NOT speaking
of any kind of right wing "family val-

VVIlat issues o
you believe shout?)
be aW-esse
the A51,1T5
elections?
"The allocation ofthe budget
to AS UPS clubs and organizations."
— Kristen Fujii-

"All clubs and organizations must be allocated a fear
share of the budget—none
should be left in the dark."
— David Bahar-

The Trail encourages everyone to
express their views on the articles
in this publication.

Candidates deserve closer look
Staff Writer

The Trail

ues." Rather, I am speaking of the values which these candidates hold dear to
them. Not only "what" does each person
want to accomplish, but "why" do they
want to accomplish it? When
this school elected Dave
Bowe President almost a
year ago, no one saw the student integrity code issue
coming up, or the building of
a new dorm. We elected Bowe because he advocated us, the students.
We felt that he would always do what
is in our best interest.
This year the decision is a little more
difficult. There are multiple names on the
ballot for each office. Despite this challenge, I call upon the student body to
once again make the right decision. I call
upon them to look at these candidates,
read their statements in the "Features"
section, and ask yourself, "Which one of
these candidates do I think will protect
MY interests and MY beliefs in the unseen issues that lie ahead?"

"Campus-wide availability of gross amounts of
doughnuts and hot coffee."
— Sam Taylor—

"More activities for
students on campus."
—Renee Infelise-

"Alleviate the SUB congestion by re-opening the Union
Avenue Tunnels for Greek
and off-campus students."
— Kevin Kralman-

King County Park System
SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE.

Daycamp/Playground Programs 8wks, M-F, King
County Locations, $7-12/hr to start. Organize and
supervise activities for children, ages 6-12.

Call (206) 296-2956 for app. Residential summer
camp for people with disabilities call 206-296-2965
for app.

"Concrete ideas for getting
student's voice as equal and
loud as other influence—
building a relationship with
the Board ofTrustees."
—Ryan Mello-
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Hate crimes legislation important debate topic
Contributing Editor

p

Geoff Zeiger's column in the Feb. 3 issue
of the Trail regarding
the Constitutionality of
the Hate Crime Prevention Act frightens me.
The misinformation
and the weak arguments
Zeiger presents indicate that society still has a
long distance to go in order to achieve anything near equality among people.
Zeiger argues that the Hate Crimes Prevention Act is unjust, unconstitutional, and dangerous to the minority groups it will protect.
This is untrue.
First Zeiger asserts that the act is unconstitutional. He bases this on an interpretation of
the Fourteenth Amendment of equal protection under the law. However, given the nature
of the Constitution (that is, assuming all people
are equal), this Amendment can also be interpreted "equal protection for equal people." As
shown by numerous the social inequalities that
plague the United States (poverty, racism, the

glass ceiling), one can hardly argue that people
are, in a legal sense, equal. Straight white
middle-class Christian men have unfair advantages in society. Equal protection is needed,
but something needs to be done to level the
playing field first.
The goal of the Hate Crimes Prevention Act
is to level the playing field. As an Amendment
to the Constitution, the Hate Crimes Prevention Act is meant to supercede the Fourteenth
Amendment, fixing the problem of interpretation exhibited by Zeiger.
Zeiger then argues that the Hate Crimes Prevention Act violates the Tenth Amendment.
This is a poor argument. Had the United States
followed the Tenth Amendment, in an extreme
case, there may still be slavery in the southern
states. It took an act of congress at a federal
level to outlaw slavery in the United States.
To supplement failed arguments, Zeiger also
writes, "A federal initiative is unlikely to be
fully enforced in areas that don't want the law
in the first place." This is the reason legislation on a federal level is needed. Areas that do
not want these laws are the areas that need
these laws. Responsibility of enforcing laws
like the Hate Crimes Prevention Act often falls

on local law enforceIN A POLL CONDUCTED BY TIME
Yes 43.84
ment. When local auMAGAZINE, STARTING MARCH OF
No 54.57X
1999.THE QUESTION WAS ASKED:
thorities fail to enforce
RNA are 1.54
Do you think minority groups -- blacks, gays,
laws, they must answer
the disabled and others -- require hate crime
to higher powers. At
laws to give them extra protection
some point, the message
from attack?
will get across that those
running the US are in favor of protecting the weak argument that the Hate Crimes Prevention Act will cause backlash. He admits,
rights of all people, and eventually even areas
that "don't want the law in the first place" will "While this in itself seems a poor reason to
need to reconcile their personal prejudices with defeat the law..." By not passing the Hate
the goal of the United States.
Crimes Prevention Act due to a possible backlash, the United States is letting hate groups
Zeiger also discusses the motives of killers
get away with hate. Based on that rationale,
and questions varying degrees of malice in
why have any laws? Why pass laws against
each motive. The answer: yes. A person can
change the clothes they wear or the shoes on rapists—maybe in backlash they will go and
rape more women? This logic is skewed, and
their feet, but cannot change the color of their
skin, their perceived sexual orientation, or their is used by conservatives as a "I'm not a
religious background. Furthermore, the con- bigot... this is for your own good" defense.
The Hate Crimes Prevention Act is an imnection between a person's shoes and a
person's being are vastly different. Killing over portant piece of legislation. It must be passed
in order to provide protection for all citizens
shoes is material whereas killing over race is
hate. Hate crimes send messages to others that of the United States. Misinformation and weak
killing a person because of an unchangeable (though shallowly convincing) arguments by
quality is okay. The Hate Crimes Prevention conservatives like Geoff Zeiger sadly make
Act sends a message that murder is never okay. important changes like this even harder to
And finally, Zeiger, as he admits, gives a come around.

Rain brings more than
just seasonal depression
KIRSTEN

Scu-Lewrrz

Staff Writer
"Oh, geez, it's raining
again!"
Well, what do you expect? You're going to college in Washington.
Didn't you ever see the
movie Sleepless in Seattle? Direct quote: "It
rains nine months of the year in Seattle."
Yeah, I've heard all your excuses. You say you
didn't think it could be this bad. You didn't know
it was possible for the sky to leak for such a long
period of time. You knew it would rain, but you

thought that meant one, maybe two days a week.
Get used to it, non-Northwesterners. This is
life up here in our corner, and you live here eight
months of the year. That means you get one rainfree month. Not good odds, so just quit your
complaining!
Personally, I love the rain. So I've taken it on
myself to convince you to enjoy it too. I've come
up with my top five reasons why the rain is cool.
Just think of these when you wake up and moan
about the weather.
Maybe you're still one of those people who
likes the sun more than the rain. I can accept
that. But I hope you remember these suggestions when it's drizzling, showering or downright pouring.

t******************
ACADEMY OF STEVE CURRAN KARATE AND PROCTOR TAN Jr"
sr

******41-

JASON RONBECK

TANNING
2 for 1 Special on all
tanning packages
M-F 11:00 a.m.-8:30p.m.
Sat 11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.

AEROBIC KICKBOXING
• 8 classes only $45
• Anything over 2 classes
a week is free
• M-Th 6:00 p.m.
First Class is FREE

Aerobic Kickboxing • Martial Arts • Weights *
3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

759-4262
******************
(253)

>V.

TOP FIVE REASONS TO LOVE THE RAIN
5. This is, in my opinion, the most beautiful area of the country.

But imagine it without the green trees and grass...not too pretty.
And if it didn't rain so much, the sky wouldn't be so amazingly clear
when the sun actually shines.
4. The opposite sex can look awfully cute with rain dripping off
their nose.
3. When it rains, you can take the opportunity to slip a video into
the VCR, cuddle up in a fleece blanket and sip hot chocolate.
2. Puddle jumping. Right now, I have mud all over my jeans and
splashes up my shirt, but who cares? Acting like a kid takes away
stress, plus splashing is a good flirting technique.
1. You don't have to worry about how you look—rain is a perfect
excuse to throw on a pair of comfy jeans and an old sweater, and not
think about your hair because it is just going to freak out anyway.

Ultimately, the experience he gains
in Ecuador will change the lives of the
kids in his neighborhood back home.

PEACE CORPS

How far are you willing to go to make a difference?

Recruiters Visit UPS!
Video Presentation with Q & A:
Wheelock Student Center - Room 106,Wednesday, February 17, 3 - 4 pm
Visit the Peace Corps Information Table
in the Wheelock Student Center Lobby
Wednesday, February 17 9:30 am - 2:30 pm
interviews will be held on March 3.
Contact Leah Travis at (253) 756-3337 to set up an interview

www.peaeecorps.goir • 1 -80"
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Millionaire contest mocks women, marriage •
LAURA HAYCOCK

Managing Editor
Imagine that you are
standing beneath hot
lights and audience
scrutiny with 49 other
women, praying that
your good looks will
be strong enough to
win the grand prize.
You think of the bathing suit you will parade
around in, accompanied by music generally
associated with soft porn, and you glue the
rehearsed smile back on your face. If your
evening really was like this, you would be just
one more partaker in the latest TV fad—the
ruthless pursuit of easy money.
So what was this week's twist on the trend?
Nothing other than "Who Wants to Marry a
Multi-Millionaire?", aired Feb. 15 on FOX.
And the grand prize for your evening's efforts?
Well that, of course, would be "a bona fide
multi-millionaire" who by the end of the
evening would pick one woman for his bride.
This program takes several steps backwards
in the nation's push for family values and overall equality. "Who Wants to Marry a MultiMillionaire?" not only mocks the institution
of marriage, it reverts back to the objectification of women and supports blind adherence
to the infamous American Dream.
Fifty women were selected to stand on stage
and introduce themselves to the bachelor, who

was concealed behind a darkened screen. The
anonymous man then picked ten women , who
answered "compatibility questions." The
women's answers were scored by the groomto-be's family and friends.
Based on these scores and presumably his
own opinions (after all, he could see the contestants all along), the bachelor slimmed the
lot down to five, all of whom dressed in wedding gowns and waited to see which of them
the man would kneel before. The audience was
then treated to the delight of seeing these two
strangers marry.
The whole ordeal lasted two hours, and after it was all done, it was almost impossible to
determine which aspect was most offensive.
So arbitrarily, let's just start with the way in
which "Who Wants to Marry a Multi-Millionaire?" continues the objectification of women.
For years, the awareness of women's constrained position in this society has steadily
grown. Where once the general public failed
to blink an eye at the barefoot-and-pregnantin-the-kitchen look, most people are now recognizing that a woman can be competent in a
variety of roles, be it at home, office or in the
family. In light of this increased awareness, a
TV program that presents women as trophies
seems more than a little out of place.
These women were indeed trophies; though
they may have been "competing" for the
groom, their role in winning his hand was
about as passive as it could be. The bachelor
could see the women at any given time, and

ultimately he had full power in determining
the outcome of the upcoming marriage. In
truth, the fact that he possessed this power
feeds the tired-out American Dream. He had
the money, and it is no coincidence that he got
to sit there and "buy" any bride he wished.
You can bet we won't be watching "Who
Wants to Marry the Poor Man?" anytime soon.
The women on the other hand, had little
more than physical appearance tucked into the
tool belt. The few questions presented to them
seemed like they were taken straight out of
the pages of Cosmo, revolving around obnoxiously stereotypical topics like attitudes towards aging, romance and a clean home.
To be fair, I must admit that these women
did nothing to avoid this position. Obviously,
they tried out to be on the program in the first
place. More subtly, when given a multiplechoice question, not a single woman took the
"none of the above" option. In a situation
where the game tries to force them into neat
and tidy categories, none of the women took
the opportunity to break free of the stereotypes
and define her response with her own terms.
So far, I have said nothing of the most obvious objectification this show committed, and
that is portraying the woman as the traditional
sex symbol. The program presented this objectification (strongest of course in the bikini
parade) so convincingly that when one of the
women crossed the stage in a half-decent outfit—a one-piece swimsuit and accompanying
skirt—even I caught myself wondering what

must be wrong with that woman's body that
she wouldn't show it off like the others. And
from that moment on, I knew that she wouldn't
be picked. Too bad I was right.
Stepping away from the feminine image, it
quickly becomes obvious that this program has
done an equal amount of damage to the perception of marriage. In recent years, the general public has been onslaughted by data on
the risingrates of divorce and a whole slew of
family-oriented legislation. And then good old
TV ambles along with a complete and utter
disregard for the sanctity of marriage.
Rather than joining in the push for strong
family values, this program promotes a union
shamelessly based on nothing but money. A
few obligatory "compatibility" questions were
thrown in, but certainly not enough to judge a
marriage by. A few of the contestants were ridiculously young—nineteen and in college—
and I seriously question that any of these
women were motivated by a valid search for
love. The television show in effect suggests
that money is the only thing necessary for a
happy marriage, a notion that I will argue
against for years to come.
For now, I only hope that the state of popular television is not indicative of the way our
country truly thinks and operates. After it all,
I am only left wondering how this can ever be
resolved while there are still women willing
to place themselves up on the chopping block.
That, and I eagerly await the sequel, "Who
Wants to Divorce a Multi-Millionaire?"

Court ruling raises tricky issues with First Amendment
GEOFF ZEIGER

Political Columnist
Last year, the American Civil Liberties Union filed suit against the state of
Washington alleging improper state support of religious institutions. At issue
was the State Educational Opportunity
Grant, a financial aid program meant
to help economically disadvantaged students finish college. The program
reaches a little over 1100 students each year, providing grants
of up to $2500. The money is paid directly to the student upon
proof of enrollment.
The ACLU argued that the program violates the Washington state constitution, which states that "all schools maintained
wholly or in part by the public funds shall be forever free from
sectarian control or influence." The suit a claimed that because of this provision, state money could not be used to aid
students at private, religiously affiliated colleges like Gonzaga,
Seattle Pacific or PLU. UPS was also originally named in the
suit, but was found to be no longer religiously affiliated.
In May, Thurston County Superior Court Judge Daniel

Berschauer ruled in favor of the ACLU, forbidding further
state aid for students attending such schools. The state recently
filed an appeal, and even Judge Berschauer admits that the
state Supreme Court will likely overturn his decision. The Superior Court decision raises a number
of difficult First Amendment issues, and should certainly be overturned. First, as the state argued, the
money isn't distributed to schools; it goes to the
student, and may be used to attend any school of
the student's choice. This is important in that it
proves the state is not acting with any intent to advance religion. So long as individuals, and not the government, decide where the money goes, there is no government
intrusion into religious life.
Also, given that the intent of the program is to level the
playing field between rich and poor students, it makes little
sense to force disadvantaged students to go to a particular
school. While it may not be true that private schools are always better than public ones, it is always true that segregating
groups cannot lead to a level playing field. Anyone can attend
a local community college and ultimately finish a degree at a
state school. Financial aid programs based on need should aim
to widen the range of choices available to students. The Supe-

rior Court ruling guts the intent of the program.
It is also likely that the Superior Court's interpretation of
the state constitution is in direct conflict with the federal
constitution's fundamental guarantees of free speech and
free religion. The most basic principle of the First Amendment is that under no circumstance should government
be allowed to interfere in religion. This means two things.
Government may never support a religious group or institution. Doing so would violate citizens' basic right to
believe in a different religion. However, it is equally true,
and perhaps more important, to note that the First Amendment also denies the right of any government to restrict the
activities of any group or person on the basis of religion. That
is precisely what the Superior Court ruling would do.
Grants are distributed to students on the basis of financial
need. So long as the recipient remains a student, he or she
should be eligible for aid. The court has now decreed that students who wish to study at a religious institution may no longer
do so. This amounts to an active discouragement of religion
on the part of the state government, and is clearly unconstitutional. The Supreme Court should issue a strong ruling affirming the right of students to believe in any religion of their choosing and still attend school.
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Valentine's Day fever inevitable T5Tratt

JESSY BOWMAN

Opinions Editor

41

Valentine's Day. It's
inevitable. Even if
you're not called to security to pick up a trinket, you can appreciate
the sentiment. Though
cheesy, it's fun, and it
signifies aspects of our lives which depict our
intrinsic desires with a shrouded pink and
candy-coated sentiment.
In the perennial atmosphere of sequestered
college life, certain patterns emerge. Peoples
actions, interactions, daily habits, hobbies and
attitudes, under close scrutinization, suddenly
become vibrant with metaphoric correlation
and symbolism. And I love what we do.
You know what we do? (We as in people in
general, of course
maybe it's only me, but
anyway.) We think we
mingle, we think we are
being social, we think
we love to play games.
But really, it's more like
hunting than anything
else. In our interactions,
in our merry-making,
sometimes when all of
it is stripped to its basest structure, we find—
we hunt.
At parties, what do
we normally do? We enter a room, and look
for people we "know" in order to sustain our
sense of normalcy and confidence. But really,
we only get excited and ecstatically embrace
those who we are only slightly acquainted
with. Have you ever noticed this?
The people we "sort of know, are the ones
,

we address with "geez, I haven't seen you forever! What's up? How is so-and-so", leading
to enthusiastic conversation and life-long vows
of pseudo-commitment. The people we really know stand with us when no one else is
around. The people we know will see us tomorrow.
But the acquaintances—with them, we
travel, we mingle, we float. And thus, we get
to know these people better and better, and
consequently move into new circles with tenuous footing in previously uncharted ground.
They know people you don't know, and besides, the ultimate mission is to meet as many
people as possible. Because, of course, in the
hunt, there is always prey. And in young adult
society, there is always that one person to meet.
When you've weeded through the acquaintances, and "heys" and "byes" and "later
mans,"—there might be that one person left.
You might have been
casually introduced
to thm, as a side-note.
And who knows?
You might subsequently fall headover-heels. End
game. The quarry is
found. The hunt is finally over, at least for
the time being.
Maybe I'm a romantic. Hopeless,
idealistic. But I like to
think that we all play
this game, dance this dance of searching anxiousness because we are all harboring that
imagination, waiting for that spark, that something. That, "holy cow" "at first sight" "someday it will happen to me" feeling in our heart
of hearts. Ok, so maybe I am a romantic. But
I'm not a cynic.

I'm not saying that's all it is. That "finding" someone is the underlying basis for our
entire social networking as a whole. But idealistically, the way I see it, deep down even if
we aren't necessarily "hunting" and running
in social circles in
order to find that
"acquaintance" we
For all of us,
will want to know
no matter
for the rest of our
lives—we are all
how awful we
looking for it.
Hoping. Waitmight feel,
ing. And
there is
Valentine's Day, in
all its sappy glory,
someone who
only makes it
could bring
more real. So
much more that
us a bouquet
we often wish to
deny it, and
of roses—or
thereby shun the
cactuses, or
holiday as a Hallmark play on our
cookies,
affections. But
whatever it
what does it really
mean? Roses,
may be—and
candy hearts?
make us
Chocolate as an
aphrodisiac for
smile.
our souls?
For me, at least,
it means what we
all want it to mean for us. It means that no
matter how awful we might feel, there is someone who could bring us a bouquet of roses—
or cactuses, or cookies, whatever it may be—
and make us smile.
No matter who we are, what we believe—
there is someone out there who could bring us
to the brink of sappiness. And personally, I
love the idea.
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Pizza neither Hot, Fresh nor /Tasty'
AUNT JEMINIA

Stereotype
The Pizza Time brand pizza ordered last night by sophomore Ron
Faberhan was allegedly neither hot,
nor fresh, nor tasty as was advertised by the "hold" music he was
forced to listen to for ten minutes
while ordering.

"Basically it just sucked," said
Faberhan, recalling the incident.
"There were hardly any olives and
the cheese was sort of burnt, but it
wasn't hot by the time it got here."
"I'm pissed, too, because I gave
the delivery dude like a whole two
dollar tip."
Pizza Time Manager Jim Forzani
says the situation will be remedied

immediately and that Faberhan will
be compensated with the "Medium
Gourmet Pizza of his choice, on the
house, of course."
"And remember," continued
Forzani,, "when you're hungry for
some fresh, hot pizza from a company whose slogan is 'Taste, Quality, and Value,' you know that the
only place to call is Pizza Time."

WWF Smackdown displays
homo-erotic undertones
frustration.
Excellent
"I mean, it was pretty obvious
from the start, all those sweaty guys
Professor Ralph Reed of the in spandex grappling with each
Harvard Media Institute revealed other in a ring," explained Reed.
the results of his two-year-long
"But after examining plot, cosstudy of professional wrestling tume and speech patterns, it was obprograms yesterday to the delight vious to me that when the Rock was
of the academic community. telling Mankind that he will 'see
Reed's study revealed that pro- [him] in the ring next Thursday on
grams such as WWF Smackdown Pay-Per-View,' he was actually telland Monday Night Raw displayed ing him to meet him in the locker
numerous homosexual undertones room at 7:00 p.m.
and intense sexual repression and
"And when Mankind replied in a
BILL AND TED

deep, throaty voice that he would
`grind the Rock's head into the
turnpost until he bled,' he was actually saying that he would like
to give the Rock a slow, sensual
massage later that evening."
Reed's study has come under
criticism from both the WWF and
WCW.
"I reject the results of this
study," shouted Macho Man
Randy Savage as he bit ferociously into a long, meaty stick of
Slim-Jim brand beef jerky.

Other News Dre forgotten about

freshman stuck with "another
goddamn 8 o'clock class."

J-MONEY

Mad Rapper
giCtIGIV. VAS vs. evv c ∎AstovIner!

KUPS gets new listener!
BATMAN RETURNS.
SUB cafeteria garners Zero-Star
rating from Zagat's.
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"Valermne's Day chap. ,,
Giant corporation buys other
giant corporation with pre ,.
tend money.

Philosophy major contemplates whether or not he is
'truly serving this 6-piece

McNugsets."

Coffee drinkers imagine care to
be Paris, 1945.
Crosscurrents is now accepting
submissions. Befriend them now if you
want to get in!

Man, what
was I thinking? I mean,
it had been a
while since
his last album
was out, but I
still should
have remembered him. After all,
he's the one who brought us Ice
Cube, the Snoop D-O-Double-Gs,
and even the Eazy-Es. I can't believe I forgot about Dre.
I used to be able to flow futuristic. I used to bang every MC easily. But then, all of a sudden, when
I would have something to say, I
would move my lips, and it would
just be a bunch of jibberish. I
couldn't bust a dope rhyme to save

my life.
Before you know it, I had lost it
all. I was all like "Where my
bitches is at?" but since they
couldn't see the sun risin' of the
shores of Thailand with me, they
all bounced out instead of bouncin'
with me. Damn.
But then I remembered Dre, and
it all started coming back together.
I studied a tape of NWA, relocated
my play, and I was on my way, back
to where I am today. Back to the
top that is.
Even though I know mo' money
means mo' problems, like jealousy
and envy and all that, it's still good
to be back slingin' dope rhymes.
So, if you really want to party
with me, put your hands where my
eyes can see. Because I'm back up
in this mo'fo', and I owe it all to
one man. Thank you Dre.

k/Vhat you
think about the
Tantna
Monologues?

Cid

"You mean, like, a talking vagina? I don't get it."
—Stacey Bloombrook-

"Yeah, it was great. If
you'll excuse me, I have to go
beat my wife now."
—Randall Wa d e —

"Got vagina? Yeah, I got
some last night."
—Brad Strickler—

"I refuse to take part in
your phallocentric survey."
—Jane Lerner—

[t]

"I'd rather staple my sac
to the wall and run away.
No, take that back. I'd
rather make out with President Pierce. She's a horde."
—Dave Bowe—

0

"Monologues? Damn, I
was hoping for some hot
girl-on-girl action."
—Dan Westerberg—

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK and, as such, has been physically set apart from the
rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect
those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound.
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